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Known as Adplus during 
more than 7 years on 
digital marketing industry 
in Indonesia, and after 
billions of ad impressions, 
we rebrand our self to 
FSN Indonesia, aiming to 
be recognized as global 
company with new exciting 
products and technologies

FSNID



`
Data driven platform that helps brand plan 
and monitor performance of influencers 
marketing campaign across different 
channels. You can do viral marketing via 
trusted KOLs with over 10k influencers 
across every major social channels

Our preferred influencers guarantees 
the best price on the market



Augmented reality to spark your brand 
engagement in Social Media Platforms
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3D Animation AR Beauty AR Background AR Game AR Scan AR Spark AR
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Deliver your message to the 
audience with the best digital 
marketing platform out there, 

through websites and social 
media, with wide array of format 

that matches the strategy

With our Google Ads, Google 
Analytics and Facebook blueprint 
certified optimizer, supported by 
experienced digital planner, 
ensuring your campaign 
performance to be cost effective 
and deliver maximum results  

Various types of ads such as 
scratch, carousel, and game 

in banner will improve the 
interaction of your audience 

and bring your brand to be 
on top-of-mind  



`

Real Audience. Real Engagements. 

Gaming Streamer Networks is the 
first digital marketing channel in 
Indonesia that utilize game experts 
to tell your story to your audience

Real viewers / 
followers/ fans

Not Bought

Reliable 
Dashboard

Facebook Streamer 
Partners

Exclusive Booked Spot 
for Single Brand



Viral Marketing

Getting Leads

Form Submission

Review App

And Many Other Scenarios
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Cooan enables brands to employ 
various marketing strategy through 
performance oriented micro- 
influencer marketing and specific 
marketing tasks.



STORY INFLUENCE
Revu helps create the positive 
image of your brand, building 

contents surrounding your brand 
values while creating trust and 
reason to believe for your brand

Provide the most suitable influencer 
based on categories to reach targeted 

audience. We assist by providing 
integrated influencer marketing strategy, 

planning ahead to tackle unexpected 
barriers that may come between 

influencers and brand target audience, 
and deliver the campaign effectively
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Indonesia Premium 
Female Network and 
Data Platform. Women 
need to feel understood,  
So they can choose, 
engage, and devote. 
Glitz Media have 
everything they need-all 
in one place. A perfect 
digital marketing 
solution for female 
focused products

6.4 Mio 
Page 
Views

2.35 
Minutes 
Avg Time 

Spent

98% 
Female

Media Online

Content Creation

Media Digital Sales House

Event

1.1 Mio 
Unique 
Users

Advertorial
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https://fsn.co.id

sales@fsn.co.id
(62) 21 717 90561

Jl. Kemang Timur No. 90
Jakarta Selatan 12730, 

Indonesia   


